Carl Berryman
1963 National Champion
In an 2012 interview with Ken Burdick (available in full on the Flying Lines website) Carl, who grew up
in Wichita Falls, TX alluded to the fact that somewhere around 1950 he moved to Abernathy, TX
where he met and began to fly with Riley Wooten.
Here is part of that interview:
KB:

So you and Riley began flying together?

CB:

Yes, Riley took me under his wing and taught me what I needed to know about flying Combat. In
those days, the only people who Riley had not bested in a match were the ones he had never flown
before. He not only had the reflexes, but he could somehow read a flyer and know what was going to
happen before it did. Although I became quite good, I believe Riley could kill me at any given moment. I don’t believe that I ever killed Riley in a contest.

KB:

What airplane did you choose to fly?

CB:

I flew Riley’s Quicker but thought it would fly better if the stabilizer and elevator were placed in clean
air and not right behind the trailing edge. This discussion created the next airplane that Riley called
the Whatizit. The stab and elevator were on top of the wing in an attempt to get the tail into clean
air. I think the Quicker was the best airplane of its type and I flew them exclusively. I was, however
always thinking of ways to improve things.

KB:

How did you come up with the Big Iron?

CB:

(Laughing) Aren’t you’re getting ahead of the story? In 1957, Barbara and I had moved to Oklahoma
where I began to work on ideas that would give me some sort of advantage. I had worked as a kid in
a motorcycle shop and could get an engine to run fast by my own special modifications. I never ran
high nitro because I believed power could be gained through efficiency. It was just my way. About
that time, I put the engine horizontal instead of vertical on the wing which was the style back then, it
just made sense to do that. I also solved what I believed to be the dirty air on the elevator and came
up with what you now call booms, putting the elevator back into cleaner air. This design I called the
Oklahoma Twister. It was the first of its kind and it created the “modern combat wing.”

KB:

So you made the first modern low profile Combat wing and The Big Iron was a refinement of the
Oklahoma Twister.

CB:

Yes.

The paragraph’s above certainly reinforces the significance of Wooten’s Quicker design from the mid to late
fifties. They also shed light on how intertwined Riley’s and Carl’s design efforts were. Berryman’s high stab
version of the Quicker influenced Wooten’s Whatizit design. One can see how Riley’s Voodoo is certainly a
refinement of the Quicker and Whatizit designs but was the move to side mount and booms influenced by
Berryman’s Oklahoma Twister which later evolved into the Big Iron, the airplane Carl used to win Combat at
the 1963 Nationals. Carl used the Big Iron to finish second at the 1962 Nats losing to Riley in the final match.
The Big Iron was kitted by Veco Manufacturing. The Oklahoma Twister had some success of its’ own when
Pablo Samperio of Mexico piloted one to a third place finish at the 1961 Nationals.
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